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Private Sector Interaction in the Decision Making Processes of Public Research Policies 

Country Profile:  Iceland 

1. Political, institutional and economic framework and important actors 

In the last decades, Iceland has experienced a continuous economic growth of 3.8% of GDP 
per year on average and a considerable development of the technology- and service-
intensive sectors of its economy. With an R&D intensity of 3.01% in 2004, of which the Pri-
vate Sector contributed 43.9% in 2003, Iceland is one of few European countries which meet 
the Barcelona target of an R&D investment of 3% of GDP. The country’s share of 2% of 
population working in research lies also significantly above the European average.1 The Pri-
vate Sector accounts for 44% of national R&D expenditure. 

The size of the country (Approx. 300.000 citizens) and the structure of its economy shape a 
highly transparent National Science and Innovation System. Relationships between institu-
tions and sectors involved in research and innovation policy making are very close and per-
sonal. Key personalities often represent different organisations, and are therefore involved in 
different initiatives. On the other hand, there is considerable diversity: Traditional economic 
sectors, stemming from a historical dependence on Iceland’s natural resources, have re-
search needs which are very different from those of the newly emerging technology- and 
service-intensive sectors. Under these circumstances, and in view of its limited size, Iceland 
does not have the resource base to develop a fully fledged, self-contained and institutional-
ised Science and Innovation System. 

Related governance structures have undergone significant changes in recent years and in-
clude the actors depicted in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Public Sector elements of the Icelandic Science and Innovation System2 

                                                 
1
  Source of data: Eurostat, Science and Technology in Europe, Data 1990-2004, Luxembourg, 2006. 
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a. Political/governmental authorities and advisory bodies 
According to the Constitution for the Republic of Iceland, Ministers enjoy a high degree of 
sovereignty in their field of responsibility. From this stems a mostly sectoral division of work 
and responsibilities as the organizing principle of Iceland’s Science and Innovation System. 
The Parliament of Iceland, the Althing, has twelve standing committees which discuss fun-
damental issues of policies under their respective responsibility and deliberate on items such 
as draft laws and motions. The Education Committee is in charge of overseeing research 
policies. But research policy guidelines are mostly discussed in sector-oriented councils.  

This structure is also reflected in the allocation of responsibilities between ministries: 

� The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture (MESC) is responsible for the higher 
education institutions, co-ordinates the research policies of various ministries, supports 
(through its Department of Science) the STPC, and develops and implements own re-
search policies under its own responsibility or in collaboration with other ministries3. 

� The Ministry of Industry and Commerce (MIC) promotes and supports industrial research 
and innovation activities and regional economic development initiatives. This includes the 
stimulation of the transfer of research results to product development, entrepreneurship 
and start-up activities. 

� The portfolio of several other ministries with sectoral responsibilities includes important 
research and innovation activities. The most prominent examples are the following: 

� The Ministry of Fisheries is responsible for research activities in support of one of Ice-
land’s most important economic sectors. This includes product/process innovations 
and technological development in support of the competitiveness of the national fish-
eries industry and the sustainable management of marine resources. 

� The Ministry of Health promotes medical, biomedical and genomics research. This in-
cludes the responsibility for important public research institutions in this area like the 
Landspítali - University Hospital and support for a number of private initiatives. 

� The Ministry of Agriculture concentrates its research policy on issues such as forestry, 
food and agriculture, coordinating much of its work with the Ministry of Fisheries. Un-
der its auspices, the Agricultural University of Iceland (which was created in 2005 in a 
merger of the former Agricultural Research Institute with two tertiary level educational 
institutions) carries out agricultural research. 

� The Ministry of Environment promotes and supports research with a focus on sus-
tainability, the conservation of nature natural history and meteorology. This includes 
responsibility for several research institutes and a significant share of cross-
departmental activities, where the ministry interfaces with other ministries on issues 
such as the impacts of climate change and natural disasters, and environmental as-
pects of land, marine and agricultural resource exploitation. 

To strengthen scientific research, technology development and innovation, the Science and 
Technology Policy Council (STPC) was established in 20034. For this new council an organ-
isational set-up was chosen which ensures efficient policy making through the involvement of 
all key stakeholders and a direct link to decision making at a high level. The STPC is chaired 
by the Prime Minister. Its members include three ministers with a permanent seat (Education 
and Science, Industry and Commerce, Finance). Two other ministers whose portfolios have 
a research dimension are invited to the council at the discretion of the chairman. The remain-
ing fourteen other members are nominated by higher education institutions, labour market 
organisations from both the employers’ and employees’ side and other sectoral ministries. 

                                                                                                                                                         
2
 Source: Baldursson, E., The Icelandic Science and Technology Policy System and Technology 

Foresight, Paper presented at the Nordic Foresight Forum Workshop I 26-27 October 2005, Risø 
National Laboratory, Denmark. 

3
 An example for such a collaborative approach is the Programme on Nanoscience and -technology 

& Postgenomic Biomedicine, which was initiated by MESC in collaboration with MIC. 
4
 See Chapter 2 for details of the reform process. 
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The Association of Icelandic Industries and the Icelandic Association of Labour have the right 
to nominate two of these members each. 

The STPC formulates Iceland’s research and innovation policies at the highest level and is-
sues guidelines as the basis for implementation by the responsible administrative bodies. 
STPC policies are prepared by two boards, its Science Committee and its Technology Com-
mittee. The 14 ordinary members are appointed to these working units of the Council by the 
Minister of Education Science and Culture (for the Science Committee) and by the Minister of 
Industry and Trade (for the Technology Committee). In order to ensure co-operation and co-
ordination, as applicable, three members of the Science Committee, including the chairman, 
also have a seat in the Technology Committee and vice versa. The council itself convenes 
two times a year and its meetings are prepared by the committees. The committees are as-
sisted by the Ministries of Education, Science and Culture and of Industry and Commerce 
respectively. In addition, they can draw on the services of the secretariat to the Science and 
Technology Policy Council and on services provided by Rannís. 

b. Intermediate bodies 

Rannís, the Icelandic Centre for Research is the central operational arm of the new research 
policy governance structure at the heart of which is the STPC. Rannís provides professional 
assistance to the STPC5, the MESC and other stakeholders, supports the funds and their 
governing bodies, and maintains the national contact point, coordination and support network 
for the EU Framework programme, the Nordic organisations and other international pro-
grammes. This multitude of tasks and relations makes Rannís the hub of Iceland’s research 
and innovation network and of communication with and among stakeholders. 

The funding function was transferred in 2003 to newly established independent funds with 
their own Boards. The funds for Research, Equipment and for graduate research training 
operate under the auspices of the MESC. The Technology Development Fund operates un-
der the auspices of the MIC. The governing bodies of all funds include Private Sector repre-
sentatives. For example, the Technology Development Fund has five representatives of aca-
demia and industry on its board. Moreover, Private Sector representatives also participate on 
management boards and peer review committees which evaluate project proposals and de-
cide on fund allocation. In addition, a New Business Venture Fund, was established as an 
independent company, owned by the Government and supervised by MIC. Its mission is to 
support financially innovative projects, e.g. research-based high-technology start-ups. 

In addition, several organisations focus on innovation support, especially on the stimulation 
of entrepreneurship. These include Impra, the Service Centre for Entrepreneurship and 
SMEs and the Research Liaison Office (RLO) of the University of Iceland, a forum to 
strengthen relations between Icelandic researchers, their peers in other countries and Private 
Sector enterprises. 

c. Research-performing institutions 
Iceland’s Public Sector knowledge institutes include universities and a number of specialised 
research institutes. Researchers at the University of Iceland, the Reykjavík University, the 
University of Akureyri and the Agricultural University are increasingly encouraged to engage 
in knowledge and technology transfer, entrepreneurial activities and other innovation-
oriented activities. 

Icetec, the Technological Institute of Iceland, is a research and technological institution oper-
ating under the auspices of the Ministry of Industry. Its mission is to conduct applied research 
in biotechnology, materials, environmental issues, production and food processing technol-
ogy, to transfer technology and expertise to business and industry and to assist companies in 
innovation. IceTec also operates a science park, the Biotechnology House. 

Other institutions perform or promote research in a variety of sector-oriented areas, mostly 
under the auspices of the responsible ministry. These include The Building Research Insti-

                                                 
5
 This includes for example the provision of statistical data and indicators as inputs for policy mak-

ing by Rannís and/or the national statistics office. 
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tute (IBRI; responsible to the Ministry of Industry and Commerce and active in research re-
lated to construction matters), the National Energy Authority (Orkustofnun, carrying out en-
ergy-related research on a contract basis), the Agricultural Research Institute and the Ice-
landic Forest Research Station (responsible for research to maintain Iceland’s land-based 
resources and their optimal use under the auspices of the Ministry of Agriculture), the Marine 
Research Institute, The Icelandic Fisheries Laboratories and the Institute of Freshwater 
Fisheries Research (performing research on key aspects of Iceland’s traditionally most im-
portant natural resource under the auspices of the Ministry of Fisheries), the Nordic Volca-
nological Institute (Nordvulk) and Iceland GeoSurvey (performing research on Iceland’s in-
digenous energy resources). 

The Private Sector accounts for approximately 44% of total R&D expenditure in Iceland. Dur-
ing the last decades, its focus has shifted from a traditional predominant orientation on natu-
ral resource sectors like agriculture, fisheries and energy towards emerging, knowledge- and 
research-intensive sectors, mainly the life sciences and ICT. 

d. Private Sector 
The perceptions and interests of the Private Sector are mostly represented vis-à-vis policy 
makers by professional associations on an ‘official’ level and through personal networks and 
relationships on a more ‘informal’ level. Traditionally, the larger industrial companies were 
most prominently positioned in policy debates. But in recent years, the attention of policy 
makers has increasingly turned also towards SMEs. 

There are seven major professional industry associations, which together form the Confed-
eration of Icelandic Employers (CIE). Within this organisation, probably the biggest player is 
the Federation of Icelandic Industries (FII), which represents companies from a variety of 
sectors. FII represents the Private Sector in a number of advisory bodies and maintains a 
permanent dialogue with policy makers. Furthermore, FII cooperates with IceTec and the 
New Business Venture Fund and takes part in Nordic and European innovation and devel-
opment projects. Another example for an active CIE member is the Federation of Fish-
processing Plants, which, though not being a large organisation, supports R&D in its field 
considerably and participates actively in related policy debates. 

The Trade Council of Iceland and the Icelandic Chamber of Commerce are other main Pri-
vate Sector actors active in research and innovation policy making. For example, the Trade 
Council of Iceland has introduced in 1997 a Venture Iceland programme in support of 
growth-oriented technology based start-ups. 

2. National research policy decisions and Private Sector involvement 

Iceland’s current research and innovation governance structures are the result of a major  
reform launched in 
2003 which was 
based on three new 
laws (the Law on the 
Science and Tech-
nology Policy Coun-
cil under the Office 
of the Prime Minister, 
the Law on Public 
Support to Scientific 
Research under the 
Ministry of Education, 
Science and Culture, 
and the Law on Pub-
lic Support to Tech-
nology Development 
and Innovation in the 
Economy under the 

Figure 2: Core elements of research and innovation governance 
after restructuring in 2003 
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Ministry of Industry and Commerce). The core of this reform was a clear separation of policy 
decision making, advisory, funding and support functions6. In the course of this re-orientation, 
the Science and Technology Policy Council (STPC) replaced the previous Icelandic Re-
search Council, which advised Government and Parliament. And the role of Rannís was re-
defined. Policy making and advisory functions were transferred to the STPC, the funding 
function to new and independent funds with their own Boards. Rannís’ role was refocused on 
supporting the policymaking committees and the independent funds, statistics on RTD and 
innovation and operative tasks, including a large part of international co-operation7. Figure 2 
summarises the resulting changes of the governance structure’s core elements. 

In 2004, the government declared its intention to strengthen the status of Iceland as a lead-
ing knowledge-based society further through increasing public investment in research and 
innovation. Priority was given to policy measures which establish strong research teams 
consisting of the most competent individuals, institutions and firms, and which increase the 
co-operation between research institutes, universities and business enterprises in forming 
strong knowledge clusters. Further objectives included making research and development 
attractive to business enterprises and supporting the emergence of high-technology firms 
which to a large extent rely on research for their growth. Furthermore the role of universities 
as research institutions should be strengthened and the organisation and work-methods of 
public research institutes should be reviewed8. In this context, a fundamental re-orientation in 
the appropriation policy from a ‘budget’ thinking to a more ‘competitive’ approach took place. 

Instigation and design stages 

Instigation and design processes of research and innovation policies combine ‘bottom-up’ 
and ‘top-down’ elements. The first takes mostly place through the work of the two STPC 
commissions which represent the different stakeholders and actors of the Science and Inno-
vation System and formulate the overall directions and priorities of Iceland’s research and 
innovation policy. In a ‘bottom-up’ mode, the Private Sector and other actors develop and 
present own perceptions and proposals through specific initiatives. 

An example for such a process is the development of Iceland’s nanotechnology research 
initiative9. It started with a survey carried out by the Nanotechnology Forum in 2003 in order 
to prepare an inventory of existing expertise, knowledge, and facilities and to develop a road 
map for nanotechnology in Iceland. The major event was attended by almost 40 individuals, 
institutes and enterprise representatives. To support networking, a contact database was 
established on the Nanotechnology Forum’s web page. The nanotechnology example illus-
trates also another typical feature of Iceland’s research policy, its strong tie with trans-
national initiatives on the Nordic level. A bridge between Iceland’s initiative and other Nordic 
countries’ activities was established in a meeting of the Nordic Innovation Centre 10  on 
nanotechnology in 2004, followed by the initiation of a dedicated R&D programme. 

To a large extent, the instigation and definition of research and innovation policies is evi-
dence based. The STPC, the ministries and other involved institutions use statistical and 
other data provided by Rannís and the National Statistics Office on current status and per-
formance of the National Science and Innovation System, studies and reports and consult 
extensively with the involved stakeholders. 

In addition, conferences and workshops are used increasingly to enhance awareness of the 
role of research and innovation and to disseminate knowledge in this area. For example, a 

                                                 
6
 For details see http://www.rannis.is/english/news/nr/350 

7
 Source: Baldursson, E., The Icelandic Science and Technology Policy System and Technology 

Foresight, Paper presented at the Nordic Foresight Forum Workshop I, 26-27 October 2005, Risø 
National Laboratory, Denmark 

8
 Source: Science and Technology Policy Iceland, issued by the Prime Minister’s Office, Reykjavík, 

February 2004. 
9
 For a detailed description of this example, see the European Trend Chart’s Annual Innovation 

Policy Trends and Appraisal Report Iceland 2004-2005, page 31. 
10

 The Nordic Innovation Centre was established by the Nordic Council of Ministers as a platform for 
networking and sharing of experiences in research and research policy within the Nordic Region. 
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conference on The Nordic Region as a Frontrunner in Research and Innovation was hosted 
in Reykjavik in June 200411. 

Traditionally, Iceland has not embarked on technology foresight of its own. However fore-
sight-related issues are brought on research and policy agendas, especially through the 
trans-national collaboration in the Nordic Innovation Centre, the Nordic Foresight Forum and 
through exercises like the Hydrogen Energy Foresight, Bio-medical Sensor Foresight and 
ICT Foresight in the Nordic Countries.12 

Implementation and Assessment/revision stages 

Since 2003, the Icelandic Government has given increased importance to competitive modes 
of research funding. Appropriations to public funds for science and technology are sponsored 
by the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, the Ministry of Industry and the Ministry of 
Fisheries. The Research Fund is the most powerful instrument of the Public Sector for rein-
forcing the research community infrastructure through project grants based on applications 
from scientists, research institutes and Private Sector enterprises. The STPC had empha-
sised that the Research Fund gives increasing priority to larger projects, encouraging the 
formation of knowledge clusters and larger research teams. In close co-ordination with the 
Research Fund, the Technical Development Fund supports innovation in the economy of 
Iceland. The Fund operates in general as a competitive fund through which firms, research 
institutes and universities have the possibility to obtain project financing in support of techno-
logical development and innovation. The Fund provides also support to spin-off ventures and 
innovative firms to secure that economic benefits accrue to society from the scientific and 
technical knowledge and from the innovation arising from these new ventures. The Technical 
Development Fund can take the initiative to establish programmes and specific actions pre-
pared in consultation with the business community, research institutes and universities, in 
areas which are likely to give economic returns and have a decisive impact on developments 
in a given economic sector or group of companies. Finally, the Technical Development Fund 
is permitted to enter into partnerships with venture capital investors for seed and early risk 
financing toward establishing firms which base their operations on technological develop-
ment and research and which involves a novelty to the economy. The Fund for Equipment 
provides grants to universities and other public research institutions for the purchase of ex-
pensive and specialised research equipment. Its grants are aligned with the strategies of the 
Research and the Technical Development Funds, giving priority to investments which involve 
co-operation between Icelandic research performers and which influence the economic re-
turns and impact of research investments. The Fund for Graduate Research Training pro-
motes and supports research-related graduate education with the aim to stimulate the rapid 
expansion of research-based graduate and post-graduate education13. 

The data gathered in publicly funded research, for example on natural phenomena, the moni-
toring of the environment, resource exploitation, life sciences, etc. can become a valuable 
resource to be exploited by institutions as well as private parties, or through their co-
operation to provide valuable returns to society. The Prime Minister had appointed in 2004 a 
working group to prepare measures to facilitate the freest possible access by the public and 
by users to research documentation and results from work funded by government appropria-
tions. The goal is to ensure that Public and the Private Sector actors have as much freedom 
as possible in accessing this information, in return for fair service charges.14 

                                                 
11

 For a conference summary, see http://www.norden.org/naering/sk/summary_conference_ 
innovation.pdf 

12
 Source: Finnbjörnsson, T., Status on national level foresight activities in the Nordic Countries; 

Borch, K. and Dannemand Andersen, P., Nordic Foresight Forum - a short introduction, papers 
presented at the Nordic Foresight Forum Workshop I 26-27 October 2005, Risø National Labora-
tory, Denmark. 

13
 Source: Science and Technology Policy Iceland, issued by the Prime Minister’s Office, Reykjavík, 

February 2004. 
14

 Source: (OECD), Science, Technology and Industry Outlook 2004; Country Response to Policy 
Questionnaire. 
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In addition, the Private Sector is involved in various initiatives which promote research, inno-
vation and their framework conditions. For example, the Confederation of Icelandic Employ-
ers, the Federation of General and Special Workers and the Federation of Icelandic Fish 
Processing Plants are members of EDUCATE Iceland, a forum for co-operation between the 
employment and educational sectors for the development of education through gathering and 
distributing information on issues such as legislation, policy, research, pilot projects, avail-
able educational courses, co-operation in working groups on different issues of common in-
terest, managing projects on behalf of the governmental, Public or Private Sector institutions 
or making policy and forwarding policy proposals.15 

The interaction between Public and Private Sector has been further enhanced by changes in 
framework conditions. For example, the abolishment of lifelong tenure by public employees 
some years ago, the rise of several R&D intensive firms and structural changes in the Private 
Sector have encouraged mobility of human resources between Public and Private Sectors. 
New modes of Public-Private-Partnerships for research and innovation like the Tæknigarður 
Innovation Centre (affiliated with the University of Iceland) or a Biotechnology Centre en-
courage close relations between universities, applied research institutes and Private Sector 
enterprises and the realisation of the economic benefits of research through entrepreneurial 
activities further. 

Formal evaluations of research policy measures and institutions involved have not been used 
systematically in the past at the tertiary level of education. Based on a STPC recommenda-
tion, evaluations of key elements of Iceland’s Science and Innovation System have been 
initiated after 2003. Among the first programmes and institutions which were evaluated since 
then are the University of Iceland and the Technology Fund. 

Observations: Possible barriers and current initiatives 

Due to the new role of the STPC as a ‘driving force’, to an enhanced stakeholder involve-
ment and to the fact that research and innovation have become inter-ministerial concerns, 
Iceland’s research and innovation policy has gained importance on policy makers’ agendas 
and has become more dynamic and ‘market-driven’. However, the described governance 
system is still in motion. The number of institutions involved and of decision making proc-
esses which take place partially in parallel (under the existing overarching principle of sover-
eignty of each minister) create a high level of overall complexity and co-ordination effort, 
even if this set-up ensures that research policies are closely tied to sector-specific needs. 
This structure does also not facilitate interdisciplinary research or initiatives in emerging new 
scientific fields which are not reflected in the current political and administrative structures. 

Tapping into the combined knowledge of all stakeholders and actors in Iceland and beyond 
(for example in the Nordic context) is a key challenge. ‘Think tank’ activities (as hosted for 
example by Vinnova, VTT and other forums in Sweden, Finland and Denmark) and a perma-
nent dialogue with Icelandic actors, including the Private Sector, should be strengthened 
further as a key source of ideas and proposals for the development of Iceland’s Science and 
Innovation System. The Nanotechnology Forum is a good example for such a joint platform, 
which might also be applied in other areas to create a formal or informal platform for discus-
sion and initiation of joint action. 

The rapid globalisation of Iceland’s economy, along with its development into a service and 
knowledge-based economy requires a high level of flexibility and adaptability of research and 
innovation policies to support this development. This will require dedicated efforts to identify 
international scientific, technological and economical trends and efficient ways to convert 
these insights into policies which make Iceland ‘the place to invest’ for foreign and indige-
nous companies which export their products and/or build up a considerable part of their ac-
tivities abroad. Due to its size and limited resources, Iceland will have to focus its research 
and innovation policies on areas where they achieve the highest leverage. This requires a 
careful balance between support for traditional (less technology-intensive) and emerging new 

                                                 
15

 For details, see http://www.mennt.net/page.asp?Id=439&sid=164 
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sectors and between fundamental research, applied research and support for the realisation 
of their results in innovation activities. 

3. Other important examples of policy decisions with Private Sector involvement 

3.1 Governance of regional and sectoral Science and Innovation Systems 

To counter the de-population trend in certain rural areas in Iceland, and to reduce disparities 
between regions, regional development plans have gained importance and synergies are 
sought between the Institute of Regional Development, the Regional Development Agencies 
and IceTec in the area of stimulation of innovation and entrepreneurship. As the main gov-
ernmental instrument for regional development policy, the Institute of Regional Development 
supports among other actions also high-risk innovative projects, including investments in 
start-up and spin-off firms. Another element of regional development is Iceland’s investment 
in education and distance learning, especially in technology-intensive fields like telecommu-
nications and information technology. 

In important sectors like fishery, government-sponsored research (via the institutes described 
in Chapter 1) and the Private Sector (through its associations) collaborate closely. For exam-
ple, one of three members of the board of directors of the Icelandic Fishing Laboratories16 is 
nominated by the Board of the Fisheries Association of Iceland. In addition the organisation's 
Consultative Committee consists of members appointed by the Organization of Fish Process-
ing Plants, the Fisheries Association of Iceland, the Icelandic Federation of Labour, the Ice-
landic Maritime Association, the S.I.F. Group, the Icelandic Feed Trade Association, the Ice-
landic Group and the Icelandic Seamen´s Association17. As a platform for exchange and joint 
initiatives, the Fisheries Technology Forum promotes innovations across the whole produc-
tion chain through information and cooperation. 

4. Overview: Types and extent of Private Sector involvement18 

Private Sector involvement in research policy decision making is intense and based on both 
formal and informal mechanisms which create a unique interaction ‘landscape’ based on the 
specific Icelandic policy environment, framework conditions and interaction culture: 

� Networking, general dialogue and informal involvement form the basis of all interaction. A 
multitude of links exist between the actors and are used extensively. 

� The intensive involvement of stakeholders in policy formulation ensures that the Private 
Sector acts more or less continuously in an advisory role, including a formal involvement 
of Private Sector representatives in the STPC and other committees. 

� Competitive research funding schemes have gained a high importance in ensuring that 
Iceland’s limited available funds are directed towards those research and innovation ac-
tivities which are likely to benefit the country’s society and economy. In addition, joint ac-
tivities, e.g. research collaborations, in a variety of sectors help to create strong links be-
tween the actors. 

� Industry associations show a high level of proactive involvement as part of their overall 
dedication to contribute to research policy making. 

� The described changes in public employment policies and the high international mobility 
of Iceland’s trained scientific graduates create a relatively high level of staff interaction 
and mobility which facilitate also the interaction between Public and Private sector. 

                                                 
16

 The directors are appointed by the Minister of Fisheries for a term of four years. 
17

 Source: http://www.rf.is/ 
18

 See Table 1 in Appendix 1 for a detailed overview of current use of instruments identified. 
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5. Selected useful examples of transferable approaches and experiences 

Several useful practices with a potential to be transferred to other Science and Innovation 
Systems have been mentioned already in previous chapters. Another example with a high 
importance for the Icelandic Science and Innovation System has to be mentioned here, even 
if it stems from a very particular situation in Iceland and may not be transferable 1:1 to other 
countries. Yet it provides an interesting example of how Private and Public Sector initiatives 
interact to grasp a unique opportunity: 

5.1 deCode Genetics 

Iceland’s unusually homogeneous population and human gene pool was relatively untainted 
by outside influence for hundreds of years and therefore offers a unique possibility for popu-
lation-based genomic research to identify genetic reasons for certain diseases and possible 
remedies on the basis of modern genetic and medical research. A group of leading scientists 
recognised this opportunity around 1996 and founded deCode Genetics, Inc. as a privately 
owned company to exploit it. However, this was only made possible through a far-reaching 
agreement with Iceland’s public authorities which gives the company access to the country’s 
medical records and related databases, allowing it to use and cross-reference genetic, dis-
ease-related and genealogical data. On this base, deCode is able to conduct effective ge-
nome- and population-wide scans for disease-related genes. Since 1998, the company has 
developed a multitude of research partnerships with leading international pharmaceutical 
companies, owns a pipeline of R&D projects, and has become the most important contributor 
to Iceland’s growing Private Sector R&D investment. 

The Public Sector’s contribution to deCode’s success was not funding, but rather an excep-
tional legal and regulatory arrangement. Only after an intensive debate about legal and ethi-
cal issues, deCODE was granted a license from the government to build and commercialize 
the Icelandic Health Sector Database which assembles anonymous, encrypted data from 
patient records from Iceland's national health service in a secure computer system and en-
ables users, including doctors in Iceland's national health system, to conduct population 
analyses of longitudinal healthcare data and trends on, for example, clinical measurements 
and basic lifestyle information, disease diagnoses, treatments and outcomes19. 

                                                 
19

 For details, see http://www.decode.com/, http://www.reykjavikresources.com/displayer2.asp? 
cat_id=397 and various articles published about this subject (for example recently in Time Maga-
zine; http://www.time.com/time/archive/preview/0,10987,1158968,00.html) 
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Appendix 1: Overview of identified instruments for Private Sector involvement 
and their use in Iceland 

Used in 

Instrument 
Inten-
sity of 
use 

Initi-
ated  
by 

Used for 

In
s
ti
g
a
ti
o
n
 

D
e
s
ig

n
 

Im
p
le

m
e
n
t.

 

R
e
v
ie

w
 

Examples 
and  
remarks 

Insight studies, 
roadmapping, 
foresight 

Occa-
sional 

Public 
Sector Awareness ���� ����    

Conferences 
Occa-
sional 

Public 
Sector 

Discussion platform,  
networking 

���� ����  ���� 
June 2004  
Nordic Region 
Conference 

G
e

n
e

ra
l 
d

ia
lo

g
u
e

 

Brainstorming /  
task forces 

Occa-
sional 

Public 
Sector 

Identification of priorities and 
possible policy actions 

���� ����    

Evaluation  
studies 

Occa-
sional 

Public 
Sector 

Programme and funding 
reviews 

   ����  

Advisory groups Regular 
Public 
Sector 

Participation in initiation, 
evaluation, etc. 

���� ����   STPC 

Informal  
consultations Common 

Both 
sides 

Review of status, remarks, 
suggestions, exchange of 
views 

���� ���� ����   

In
fo

rm
a

l 
d

e
c
is

io
n

  
in

v
o
lv

e
m

e
n

t 

Formal  
consultations 

Common 
Public 
Sector 

Review of status, remarks ���� ���� ����   

Task force 
Occa-
sional 

Public 
Sector 

Joint policy development 
with Private Sector 

���� ����    

Participation in 
decision making 
bodies (observer 
status) 

Common 
Public 
Sector 

Evaluation and  
recommendations 

���� ���� ����   

Participation in 
decision making 
bodies with (co-) 
decision right 

Common 
Public 
Sector 

Decision involvement, 
shared responsibility 

���� ���� ���� ���� STPC 

F
o

rm
a
l 
d

e
c
is

io
n

 i
n
v
o
lv

e
m

e
n
t 

Administrative /  
supervisory 
boards 

Common 
Public 
Sector 

Private Sector  
representatives involved in 
important institutional  
decisions 

  ����  Funds 

Initiation of  
networks 

Occa-
sional 

Both 
sides 

Strengthening of all  
innovation processes ���� ���� ����   

Co-financing of 
projects /  
programmes 

Common 
Both 
sides 

Privately induced project, 
participation on certain  
issues 

  ����  

Research  
Programmes on 
Genomics and 
Nanotech 

J
o

in
t 

a
c
ti
v
it
ie

s
 

Public Private  
Partnership 

Occa-
sional 

Both 
sides 

Projects involving the need 
for stakeholder coordination 

  ����   

(Temporary)  
Staff exchange 

Not  
common 

Both 
sides 

Project-based      

S
ta

ff
  

in
te

ra
c
ti
o

n
 

Staff mobility (Common) 
Both 
sides 

Mostly in the academic area 
to ‘import’ knowledge 

  ����   

Statements,  
studies, white 
papers, etc. 

Occa-
sional 

Both 
sides 

Express views, recommend 
changes, influence  
decisions 

���� ����    

Dialogue  
platforms 

Occa-
sional 

Public 
Sector 

Coordination of  
communication ���� ���� ����   

U
n

s
o

lic
it
e

d
 

c
o

n
tr

ib
u

ti
o

n
s
 

Research funding 
Occa-
sional 

Both 
sides 

Initiate / support research in 
desired areas   ����   

Table 1: Overview of instruments used for Private Sector involvement 
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Appendix 2: Selected relevant sources and literature 

1. General and country information 

Science and Technology Policy Iceland, issued by the Prime Minister’s Office, Reykjavík, 
February 2004. 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Science, Technology 
and Industry Outlook 2004; Country Response to Policy Questionnaire, available from 
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/30/40/34242847.pdf 

European Trend Chart on Innovation, Annual Innovation Policy Trends and Appraisal Report 
Iceland 2004-2005. 

General information on Iceland: http://www.iceland.is/ 

Resolution of the Science and Technology Council, 2004: 
http://eng.menntamalaraduneyti.is/media/mrn-enski/resolution_of_the_Science2004.doc 

The educational system in Iceland: http://bella.mrn.stjr.is/utgafur/skolenska.pdf 

The science and technology system in Iceland: 
http://www.infoexport.gc.ca/science/nordics_iceland_report-en.htm 

2. Important actors 
http://www.iceland.is/government-
and-politics/Ministries/ 

Government Gateway 

http://www.althingi.is/vefur/upplens.
html 

The Parliament – Althingi 

http://eng.menntamalaraduneyti.is/ Ministry of Education, Science and Culture 

http://eng.idnadarraduneyti.is/ Ministry of Industry and Commerce 

http://eng.sjavarutvegsraduneyti.is/ Ministry of Fisheries 

http://www.rannis.is Rannís – The Icelandic Center for Research 

http://www.iti.is IceTec – Technological Institute of Iceland 

http://www.ths.is/eng/english.htm THS – National Economic Institute, Iceland 

http://www.statice.is/ Statistical Office, Iceland 

http://www.sa.is/page.asp?id=813 
english 

Confederation of Icelandic Employers 

3. Further information and feedback 

This country profile has been prepared by Ondrej Medvecky and Dr. Michael Braun. For fur-
ther information and feedback, please contact the responsible authors under On-
drej.Medvecky@proneos.com 


